Where can I use my campus card off campus?

There are several off campus merchants accept the campus card as payment.

List of places:

- **Paul's Restaurant** – 5507 Oregon Avenue – 0.7 miles
- **Sorrentos of Arbutus** – 5401 East Drive – 0.6 miles
- **Grilled Cheese & Company** – 500 Edmonson Avenue – 2.6 miles
- **Peace A Pizza** – 15 Mellor Avenue – 1.4 miles
- **Papa John's** – 1407A Sulphur Spring Road – 0.7 miles
- **Subway** – 5520 Research Park Drive – 0.3 miles

These merchants can only accept Retriever Dollars and/or Food Fund for payment – meal plans and Flex cannot be used at these locations. Only Papa John's accepts Flex.